
Results of our survey suggest that repositioning your 
printed tip-on piece could improve your response rate.

Royle Printing’s state-of-the-art capabilities give our customers access to the best solutions 
to engage their readers, increase subscriptions, and improve response rates. A great tool to 
offer advertisers or showcase an event or product catalog, is applying a tip-on piece to your 
magazine or catalog.

Tip-on applications are a cost friendly way to boost awareness and highlight a specific source 
of information to the reader. You can apply the tip-on to the inside pages or back cover of 
your piece, in a wide range of sizes. The most common place for a tip-on piece to be placed 
is on the right page of a magazine or catalog. When flipping through the book, it’s believed to 
be the easiest place to find the piece.

Although, after surveying our customers who’ve used tip-on’s, Royle found that applying a 
tip-on piece on the left page of a magazine or catalog has actually received a better response 
rate. On average, customers who applied a tip-on piece to the left page have seen a 
12% response rate to the piece, versus the right page (9.5%).

The belief is when flipping through the pages, the tip-on page is pulled down more forcefully 
to reveal the tip-on piece. Of course, there are several other factors that determine the 
success of the response rate for any tip-on piece, such as the design, call-to-action, quality, 
etc. Coming up with new ideas and unique content to engage your readers is a great way to 
keep your magazine or catalog from becoming stale.

So why not add a tip-on piece to your next magazine or catalog featuring an upcoming 
conference, featured products, or special advertising space? Or, try repositioning the piece 
for an improved response rate! Either way, tip-on’s are sure to catch and hold your readers’ 
attention!

About Us
Our goal is to be viewed as a leading resource of print and digital solutions, helping 
our clients choose the right blend of mediums to execute their marketing strategies. 
As multi-channel marketing and communication tactics continue to evolve, Royle will 
press forward with investments in new technologies and equipment; keeping our 
clients and Royle on the forefront of this evolution.
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